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Notices 
© 2021 DeFinity Digital Assets Limited. This document is distributed for information purposes only and does 

not form part of or constitute an agreement with DeFinity Digital Assets Limited. Current and prospective 

DeFinity products, services and processes are liable to change from time to time without notice and 

accordingly no liability of any nature (in contract, tort or otherwise, including for misrepresentation) can be 

accepted by DeFinity in relation to this document, unless otherwise agreed with DeFinity. 

 

Usage of the GUI is subject to platform terms.  

 

Questions can be directed to: 

 

ops@definity.network  

+44 (0) 20 3290 6580 

 

Information contained within this manual: 

• must be kept confidential, 

• must not be copied or distributed and 

• may be used only by users of the DeFinity Markets GUI. 

 
No employee or other representative of DeFinity has authority to incur liability on behalf of DeFinity in 

relation to this document. 

 

DeFinity Markets services are supplied exclusively in accordance with DeFinity Standard Platform Terms. 

 
DeFinity Markets is a registered trademark of DeFinity Digital Assets Limited. 

 

Software Version 
DeFinity Markets Version 4.7.0 (HTML5) 

 

About this manual 
This manual provides information required by users using the DeFinityMarkets user interface. The 

Introduction chapter provides an overview of the look-and-feel and functionality of the UI. The subsequent 

chapters provide instruction on the use of the various components of the system. 

 
It is intended that this manual is read on-line in pdf format using Adobe Acrobat reader. Cross reference 

links are highlighted in blue text and provide a means of navigating to related information. It may also be 

printed. 

 

Who this manual is for 
This manual is designed for use by users of DeFinity Markets. A trader uses the system to: 

View prices, spread and depth from any of the pools of liquidity. 

Monitor positions and exposures in real-time view. 
Create orders and views real-time updates of all orders and trading activity. 

 
It is assumed that the reader is familiar with the trading concepts underlying this application. 
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Business Support 
The DeFinity Business Support team operates 24/5.5 over three time zones and are available to deal with 

any problems or queries. To contact Business Support email – ops@definity.network  

 

Cross References 
Cross references to other sections of the document are highlighted in blue text. When you are navigating 

the document on-line using a PDF viewer, clicking on the red text will take you to the appropriate section. 
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Section                                                                                    

1 

Trading 
 
The Trading UI supports price discovery offering executable streaming pricing and request for stream 
functionality, giving you access to FX Markets from your PC, tablet or mobile device. 
 
Pricing and execution are supported for FX Spot, Forward, as well as precious metals. Executable Streaming 
Prices for standard tenors and Request for Stream for broken dated Forwards are provided. 
 

This chapter provides details on the following: 

• Trading Panel - this section describes the layout of the Trading Panel tiles and how to submit orders. 

• Settings - this section describes how to modify the trading, user and positions settings. 

 

This document is relevant to Owner Traders and Sales Trades who use the DeFinity Markets for Flow UI to 
view prices, depths and positions and to place orders for execution. The Sales Trader can also trade on 
behalf of other Takers/Accounts. 
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1.1 Login/Logout 
The DeFinity Markets for Flow user interface is a web-based UI and is launched using the appropriate URL. 

When you connect to the UI you are presented with a login screen as shown in Figure 1 Login. 

 

 

 

                                                                     
Figure 1 Login. 
 

1. Enter your Username and Password. 
2. Click Login to access the DeFinity Markets for Flow dashboard. 

 
To logout click the Settings button and click Logout. 
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1.2 Trading Panel 
The Trading Panel is made up of a number of trading panel tiles. 
 

 
 
Figure 2 Trading Panel. 
 
The Trading Panel contains a set of Trading Panel Tiles. Each of these tiles allows you to view prices and 

spreads and view the depth of market for the selected product.  

You can also trade directly with a liquidity provider by entering orders and resting orders see: 

• section 1.4, Submit an Order from the Trading Panel. 
• section 1.5, Submit a Resting Limit Order. 
• section 1.6, Submit a Stop Order. 
• section 1.7, Submit an If Done Order. 
• section 1.8, Submit an OCO Order. 
• Additional Trading panels can be added to group instruments or execution styles, see Adding Trading 

Panels.
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1.3 Trading Panel Tiles 
Each Trading Panel tile shows the following information: 
Instrument  The instrument is displayed in the top left-hand corner. 
You can change the instrument by opening the drop down and selecting a new instrument. 

You can also type the instrument in directly. As you type the instruments are filtered to help you locate the 

one you require. 

Once you select an instrument the drop-down closes and the newly selected instrument is displayed.  
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Spot/Forward Indicator(SP) 

To the right of the instrument is an indicator which shows the selected tenor/value date. 
 

            
            

           Figure 3 SP – SPOT. 
 
When you click on the spot/forward indicator a date selector (SP) will be displayed from which 
you can choose a tenor (e.g. SP, TN, 1M, 2Y). 
When you click on a specific date the trading panel tile is updated to display an RFS (request for stream) 

button.  

 

  
 

              
 
 

             Price        The bid and ask prices are displayed in the center of the pane. 
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• When the time in force is set to IOC the volume weighted average (VWAP) bid and ask prices, based on the 

amount entered, are displayed in the center of the panel. VWAP is a weighted average of the best prices 

available which together make up the layer quantity. 

• When the time in force is FOK the top-of-book (TOB) price, based on the amount entered, is displayed. 

• High/Low prices are displayed if configured to do so in settings, see section 1.11.3, High/Low Prices. 
The size of the numbers displayed can be changed through settings, see section 1.11.10 Font Size  

 
           Spread     The bid/ask spread for the VWAP price is displayed between the bid and ask prices. 

 

  
                   
 

 

 

RFS         The RFS button is used to request a streaming price.  
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         Quantity     The quantity field displays the trade size. This represents a fixed amount of the currency displayed. 

 To change the size, open the drop-down and select a different size. You can also type in the whole   

number or use short-cuts e.g. k for 1000, m for 1000000. The ability to enter short form numbers 

is controlled through settings, see section 1.11.4, Figure 15  Input Short Form. 

When you click on the amount is automatically highlighted so you can change it without having to 

delete it. 

 

        
Fixed  

Currency    This is the fixed currency to be traded, you can change the fixed currency by clicking on the currency 

code to toggle between base and non-base. 

 

                  
 

Slippage  The slippage represents the maximum deviation from the selected price that you are willing to 

accept on an order. The display of the slippage field is controlled through settings, see section 

1.11.8, Slippage Per Panel. If this field is not displayed then slippage is set globally through 

settings. 

 

                          
 

You can use the up and down arrows to enter the slippage amount or select Best. The Best 
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option is used to submit a market order with unlimited slippage. 

 
Time to Live      For IOC orders the TTL option will be displayed if the settings have been configured to show it per  

panel. If it is not displayed it will be configured globally through settings  
see section 1.11.8, Slippage Per Panel. TTL controls the time in market setting for an IOC order. 

 

                       
 
Market Depth    The market depth is displayed on each Trading Panel tile. This provides a view of the prices  

that are coming into the system. 
 

                                
 

The display of the market depth panel is controlled through user settings. 

 
 

1.4 Submit an Order from the Trading Panel 
Orders can be quickly submitted via the bid and offer ladders at 0.5 pip intervals. They can also be submitted 

via the Sell and Buy buttons. To enter an order through the trading panel: 

1. Ensure the tile is displaying the prices for the correct tenor. You can change the prices dis- played by clicking 

the Spot/Forward Indicator to select an alternate tenor. 

2. You can submit an order by clicking on the bid or offer ladder buttons to the left/right of the BID and OFFER 

buttons. You can scroll through the prices (.5 pip intervals) and select the price you require. 

3. Alternatively, you can just click either the Sell or Buy button. The number of clicks required to place the 

order depends on the settings, see  1.11.2 One Click Trade. 

4. The Order will be displayed in the Live Orders blotter until it is filled and it will then be displayed in the Order 

History blotter. 
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1.5 Submit a Resting Limit Order 
A limit order is an order to buy at no more than the specified limit price or to sell at no less than the specified 

limit price. A limit order will trigger when the limit price becomes available and will not fill at a worse price 

than this. It will remain active until enough liquidity at that price becomes available or until 

expired/cancelled. 

1. Click on the BID or OFFER button in the Trading Panel tile. This will open the order entry screen, Figure 4 

Order Entry – Limit. 

 

   
 
Figure 4 Order Entry – Limit. 
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2. Select Limit from the Order drop-down. 
3. Set the time in force to be either; Day, GTC or GTD. 
4. Set the direction from the Buy/Sell drop-down. 
5. Set the order amount by typing a value into the quantity field. 
6. Set the limit price by typing in a price or using the up/down arrows to change the price displayed. 

7. Click SUBMIT when done. 

 

The order will be added to the Live Orders blotter, see section 2.2, Live Order Blotter. The order will be 

executed once the market price reaches the limit price. 

 
 

1.6 Submit a Stop Order 
A stop order is triggered when the top of book price reaches the stop price. A buy order is triggered by the 

offer price and a sell order is triggered by the bid price. 

 
Once a stop order is triggered it is filled as soon as possible at the best price available (i.e., it will be treated 

as a market order). A market order will fill at whatever price is available so the order may be filled at a 

worse price than the stop price. 

1. Click on the BID or OFFER button in the Trading Panel tile. This will open the order entry screen, Figure 5 

Order Entry – Stop. 

 

   
 
Figure 5 Order Entry – Stop. 

 
2. Select Stop from the Order drop-down. 
3. Set the time in force to be either; Day, GTC or GTD. 
4. Set the direction from the Buy/Sell drop-down. 
5. Set the order amount by typing a value into the quantity field. 
6. Set the stop price by typing in a price or using the up/down arrows to change the price displayed. 

7. Click SUBMIT when done. 
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The order will be added to the Live Orders blotter, see section 2.2, Live Order Blotter. The order will be 

executed once the market price reaches the stop price. 

 
 

1.7 Submit an If Done Order 
An If Done order is a two-legged conditional order in which the second leg only occurs after the conditions 

of the first leg have been satisfied. 

 
The second leg can be a stop loss order and/or a take profit order i.e. it is possible to link a single order or 

2 linked if done orders can be specified (one SL and one TP) if required. 

1. Click on the BID or OFFER button in the Trading Panel tile. This will open the order entry screen, Figure 6 

Order Entry - If Done. 

 

                                                              
 
 

Figure 6 Order Entry - If Done. 

 
2. Select Stop/Limit from the Order Type drop-down. 
3. Set the time in force to be either; Day, GTC or GTD in the Expiry field. 
4. Set the direction from the Buy/Sell drop-down. 
5. Set the order amount by typing a value into the quantity field. 
6. Set the limit price by typing in a price or using the up/down arrows to change the price displayed. 

7. Click If Done in the Related and the Take Profit and Stop Loss fields are displayed. 
8. Specify whether you want to create a Take Profit, Stop Loss or linked orders for the second leg by ticking 
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one or both of the Take Profit/Stop Loss buttons. 

• A Take Profit (TP) order is entered to make a profit from a position. The TP order can be entered as either 

a Limit or a Stop. This 2nd leg is entered with the opposite intent of the original order, at a limit/stop price 

which will result in a profit. 

• A Stop Loss order (SL) is entered to reduce losses incurred in closing the position. In this case the stop 

price will result in a loss. 

• If both a Take Profit and a Stop Loss order are attached these exit orders have an OCO (one-cancels-other) 

relationship. As soon as one of the exit orders receives a full fill the other exit order is cancelled immediately. 

If both are attached and one of them receives a partial fill the other exit order quantity is reduced by that 

fill quantity so that the remaining TP and SL quantities match. 

9. If you are adding a Take Profit order as the 2nd leg complete the following fields: 

• Order Type – The TP order can be submitted as either a limit or a stop. 
• Price – If the order type is Limit then you enter the limit price. If the order type is stop then this is the stop 

price. 

For a take profit order if the initial order is to buy, the take profit order is a sell. In this case the limit/stop 

price should be greater than the initial order price. 

If the initial order is to sell, the Take Profit order is a buy. In this case the limit/stop price should be less 

than the initial order price. 

• Expiry – this can be set to DAY, GTC or GTD. 
• GTD – for orders with an Expiry of GTD this is used to specify the expiry date. 

10. If you are adding a Stop Loss order as the 2nd leg complete the following fields: 
• Price – If the initial order is to buy, the Stop Loss order is a sell. In this case the stop price should be less 

than the initial order price. 

If the initial order is to sell, the Stop Loss order is to buy. In this case the stop price should be greater than 

the initial order price. 

• Expiry – this can be set to DAY, GTC or GTD. 
• GTD – for orders with a Time in Force of GTD this is used to specify the expiry date. 

11. Once you have completed the details of the two legs of the order click SUBMIT. The order will be validated, 

if validation fails an error message will be displayed. 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

         Figure 7 Order Validation. 
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• Once the order is successfully submitted it will be displayed in the Live Orders blotter in collapsible rows. 

 

 
Figure 8 If Done Orders in Live Orders Blotter. 
 

 
• The first leg of the if-done order will be activated when the order is placed. The second leg will only be 

activated once a quantity of the first leg has been executed. Only the quantity of this second leg will be 

activated, with the remainder pending. 

• If the original order is cancelled or expires before it fully fills then the second leg order(s) pending quantities 

are cancelled. 

• If the second leg is setup with more than one option, for example with both a Stop Loss and Take Profit the 

second leg orders have a one-cancels-other relationship. When the 2nd leg is activated, if one of the second 

leg orders is filled the other’s quantity is reduced by the fill quantity. 

• When the entry order fully fills, if both TP and SL exist they are re-displayed the same as an OCO. 

• If a TP is being amended the price is validated to ensure it generates a profit for the user if executed. 

Similar logic applies to SL. 

• It is not possible to amend the TP/SL quantity. 
• If the entry order is cancelled, and exit orders are also cancelled. 

12. The second leg orders can be cancelled, independent of the first leg, until they are filled or expire. 

13.  
 

1.8 Submit an OCO Order 
A one-cancels-other (OCO) order consists of two separate orders. When one of these orders (or part thereof) 

executes, the other (or part thereof) is cancelled. 

1. Click on the BID/OFFER button in the Trading Panel tile to open the order entry screen. 
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Figure 9 Order Entry – OCO. 
 

2. Select Stop/Limit from the Order Type drop-down. 
3. Set the time in force to be either; Day, GTC or GTD in the Expiry field. 
4. Set the direction from the Buy/Sell drop-down. 
5. Set the order amount by typing a value into the quantity field. 
6. Set the limit price by typing in a price or using the up/down arrows to change the price displayed. 

7. Click OCO in the Related and the order entry screen will expand to allow you specify the details for the 

second leg of the order. 

8. Complete the details for the 2nd leg of the order and click SUBMIT when done. The order will be validated 

and a message will be displayed indicating it has been submitted. The order can be monitored via the Live 

Orders blotter. 

9.  
 

1.9 Quoteboard 
The Quoteboard provides a real-time view of the top of book (TOB) bid and offer prices for each currency pair. The 
Quoteboard is displayed by clicking the Show/Hide Quoteboard button in the title bar,  
Figure 11 Quoteboard. 
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Figure 11 Quoteboard. 

 
You can do the following: 

• Add spot trading tiles to the Trading Panel, see section 1.10.1, Adding Trading Panels. 

•  
 

   1.10.1 Adding Trading Panels 
Trading Panels can be added as required to allow you to group instruments or execution styles. 

 
To add a new Trading Panel: 

1. Click the + button on the title bar. This will add a new blank panel to the dashboard. 
 

2.     
Click the Show/Hide Quoteboard button (section 1.10, Quoteboard), this will display the Quoteboard from 

which you can choose the instruments you want to add to the new Trading Panel. 

3. Click on a + (add spot) button on the left-hand side of the Quoteboard to add a spot tile for the selected 

instrument, Figure 12. 

4.  
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Figure 12 Add Instrument tile to Trading Panel. 

 
5. Once you have added the instruments you require you can name the tile by clicking on the Untitled label in 

the title bar, click Rename and entering a name. 

6. To remove a trading panel, click on X in the top right-hand corner. 
 
 

 

1.10 Settings 
The settings panel controls settings for the Trading Panel, Positions and User Account. Through this screen 
you can do the following: 

• Submit a Manual Trade which is used to create either adjustment or off platform trades, see section 1.11.1 
Manual Trade. 

• Set the Trading Panel tiles to either one or double- click trading, see section  1.11.2 One Click Trade. 
• Turn on and off the display of high/low prices, see section 1.11.3 High/Low Prices. 
• Turn the option to display amounts in long and short form on and off, see section 1.11.4, Figure 15  Input 

Short Form. 
• Set the Expiry options that will be available on the Trading Panel tiles, see section 1.11.5, Expiry. 
• Set maximum values for currency amounts being entered on the Trading Panel tiles, see section 1.11.6, Fat 

Finger Limits. 
• Specify whether slippage is configurable per Trading Panel tile or globally, see section 1.11.8, Slippage Per 

Panel. 
• Specify whether the market depth is displayed in full book format, hidden or customizable, see section 

1.11.10, Book. 
Customize the font size of the digits on the Trading Panel tile, see section 1.11.11, 

Font Size 

• Specify the currency that the P&L is displayed in on the Positions blotter, see section 1.11.12, Local Currency. 

• Update your password, see section 1.11.12, Change Password. 

Reset all user settings to default values, section 1.11.13  Reset Settings 
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1.11.1 Manual Trade 
The manual ticket is used to create either adjustment or off platform trades. 

• An adjustment trade is handled internally by DeFinity Markets for Flow. Adjustments are used to make 

accounting corrections in cases for example, where an order was done but DeFinity Markets for Flow was not 

properly updated. 

• An off platform trade (such as a trade made over the phone) is where the owner wants the trade reflected 

in DeFinity Markets for Flow. 

 
The manual ticket trade can be either a single trade for either Maker or Taker or a simultaneous trade for 

both Maker and Taker. The type of trade created is determined by the Trade Type selected. 
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Figure 13 Manual Trade. 

 
                              Pool  This should be selected from a list. This should be the pool appropriate for the trade. No 

rates are updated on the UI. All rates are manually entered. 

 
Currency Pair  This is used to specify the currency pair being traded. 

 
Currency  The fixed currency for the manual trade. 

 
Trade Date  The trade date to be recorded for the manual trade. This can be in the past. 

Trade Time  The trade time to be recorded for the manual trade. This can be in the past.  

Product  This can be used to set the product to Spot, forward, NDS, NDF or swap.  

Value Date  Specify the delivery date of the trade. 

Far Value Date  Specify the far value date (for swap or NDS only). 
 

Fixing Date  Specify the fixing date (for NDF or NDS only). 

 
Comment  You can optionally enter any comments here. 

 
                                Maker/Taker  These check boxes are used to determine whether you create a single trade for a Maker/ 

Taker or whether you create a simultaneous trade for both. 
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A simultaneous trade is where you have two opposing trades conducted simultaneously by the same trader to 

hedge their position. Without this option, after inputting a trade you might not be able to input the second trade 

on the other side of the book if the first trade caused a breach of your credit limit. 
 

 

For Maker           Select a name from the list of maker streams. 

 
For Taker              Select a Taker account name from the list presented or type in the name of the Taker account. 

 
Counterparty  Select the name of the Maker/Taker that you are trading with from the Maker/Taker drop-down.  

Side  This is the direction of the trade and will be either Sell or Buy (from the Owners perspective).  

Price  This is the price at which the trade is requested. 

Amount  This is the amount being traded. You can select an amount from the drop-down list or type in 

a value. The amount entered manually can contain a decimal amount, for example, 5000.50. 

This gives you the ability to trade exact amounts and avoid rounding issues. 

 
For forex trades this is a fixed amount of the currency displayed. 

 
For CFDs the size traded varies across asset class therefore the units of measurement for the selected CFD are 

displayed beside the amount. 
 

Far Market 

Price/ Far 

Amount/Far 

Quantity 

These Fields are only displayed if the trade is a swap. 

Ext Ref  Enter any external reference information for the adjustment here. This is required for every 

manual ticket. 
 

Send to Back 

Office 

This checkbox is used to determine how the trade is handled: 
• If this option is ticked then the trade is an off platform trade and will be sent to a back office 

system. 

• When this is unticked the system will create an order that does not need to be sent to the 

back office system but is instead used to adjust balances for the selected maker or taker in 

the delta flow figures.

Once you have specified all the details click SUBMIT to create the trade. You will be able to view details of the 

trade in the Trades blotter. 
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1.11.2 One Click Trade 
The one click trade settings controls the type of click action that you will use to submit an order by clicking 

the Buy/Sell buttons in the trading panel. 

 
When this is turned on one click will execute a trade. When it is turned off a double-click is required. 

 

1.11.3 High/Low Prices 
The High/Low Prices setting controls whether or not high/low prices are displayed on the trading panel. 

 

              
 

Figure 14 High/Low Prices Displayed. 

 

When this is turned on high/low prices are displayed as shown in Figure 14 High/Low Prices Displayed.   

When this is turned off high/low prices are not displayed. 

 

1.11.4 Input Short Form 

              
 

Figure 15  Input Short Form. 
 

This setting controls displays amounts in short form using letters to represent thousand and million. When 

this is turned on you can view the short form, e.g. 1M, as shown in Figure 15  Input Short Form. 

 
When this is turned off you can view the whole amount e.g. 1,000,000. You can enter amounts in either 

short or whole amount format regardless of the display format selected. 
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1.11.5 Expiry 
The Expiry settings controls which time in force options are available on the trading panel. 

 
The Expiry is set on the trading panel by clicking the expiry button. 

 
  This can be used to toggle between the expiry options. 
 

                 
 

                                 

                             Fill-or-Kill (FOK)  

                               This is an order which will be executed immediately on receipt by the system. It is either filled completely   

or cancelled. 

 
When the system attempts to close this type of deal: 

  If the close fails then the existing order/position remains open. 
  If the order is confirmed the existing order closes and the position is reduced by the appropriate amount. 

 
If FOK is selected then the price displayed in the one-click trading panel is the top-of-book (TOB) price. 

 
Immediate or Cancel (IOC)

This is an order which is executed immediately on receipt by the system, this type of order can be partially 

filled, any part of the order which cannot be filled immediately is cancelled. No further filled quantity is 

notified to the trader after the order has been cancelled. 

 
When the system attempts to execute the order: 

• If the execution fails the existing order/position remains open. 
• If the execution is confirmed the existing order closes and the position is reduced by the appropriate amount. 

• If the order only partially fills the existing order closes and a new order is opened for the remainder. The 

position is reduced by only the amount partially filled. 

 
IOC orders can be submitted with a time in market setting. As with slippage, this can be configured globally 

or per tile, see 1.11.8  Slippage Per Panel.

. 
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When the Slippage Per Panel setting is turned on you can set the time to live (TTL) setting. 

 
This is only displayed when the expiry is set to IOC. 

 

              
 

 
When Slippage Per Panel is turned off, the IOC time in market setting is configured through user settings, 

      Figure 16 IOC - TTL via User Settings. 

 

                 
                                                   
        Figure 16 IOC - TTL via User Settings. 

 
Good-till-

Cancel (GTC) 

This is a type of order which is valid until it is completed or cancelled. This type of order 

continues indefinitely until the specified parameters are met. GTC orders entered through the 

OCT panel are processed as standard resting orders. 
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Day A day order is one which expires at a pre-arranged time each day (5pm NY time) if not 

previously filled or cancelled. Day orders entered through the OCT panel are processed as 

standard resting orders. 

 
 

1.11.6 Fat Finger Limits 
The Fat Finger Limit settings are used to configure fat finger checks which are used to ensure orders are  

not submitted for greater than configured maximums. 

 
You could set a limit for all currencies by entering a value against *** under Current Limits. When this is 

left blank there is no maximum. 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 
Or select individual currencies from the drop down list and set a limit value for those currencies. 

 
An order submitted through the trading panel will be rejected if the requested quantity is greater than the 

maximum quantity entered here for that currency. For example if the maximum quantity for GBP was set 

to 1M and you entered an order for 2M the following error message would be displayed. 

 

    
       

 

Figure 17   Requested Quantity Breached. 
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1.11.7 Default PIP Increment 
The Pip Increments setting allows you to specify the default pip increment and to add new entries for 

specific pairs. The minimum value you can enter is 0.1  pips. This is applied to all ladders and spinners 

for resting order limit/stop prices. 

 

 

 
 

 
 

    
 

 
 

 

 
This is similar to the Fat Finger Limits settings (but by instrument rather than asset). 

 

 

1.11.8 Slippage Per Panel 
The Slippage Per Panel setting is used to determine whether the slippage you are willing to accept is 

configured per Trading Panel tile or configured globally via User Settings. The slippage represents the 

maximum deviation from the selected price that you are willing to accept, on open and close trade requests. 
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When this is turned on then the slippage is specified on each trading panel tile. You can use the slippage 

button to select the slippage amount or choose Best. The value selected here will apply to this trading panel 

tile only. 

 
 

 

 

                                                                                                                            

 

When this is turned off slippage is specified globally through user settings. 

 
You can use the slippage button to select the slippage amount or choose Best. The value selected here will 

be applied to all trading panels. 

 
The Best option is used to submit a market order with unlimited slippage. 

 

 
 

1.11.9 Book 
The Book option allows you to configure how the Market Depth is displayed on the Trading Panel tiles: 

• Hidden. 
• Custom Ladder. 
• Full Book. 

 
Hidden In this case there is no market depth displayed, Figure 18 Trading Panel - No Market Depth. 
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Figure 18 Trading Panel - No Market Depth. 

 

 

Custom Ladder    In this case you can build a customized view of the market. For Custom Layers, you can 

define which sizes should be displayed per Trading Panel tile,  Figure 19 Trading Panel - Custom 

Market Depth. Prices displayed will be VWAP unless FOK is selected. 
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 Figure 19 Trading Panel - Custom Market Depth. 
 

 
Full Book In this case the full book is displayed, Figure 20 Trading Panel - Full Book. This view includes 

 the LP name in the market depth panel. 
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Figure 20 Trading Panel - Full Book. 

 
 

1.11.10 Font Size 
The Font settings allow you to change the size of the digits in the Trading Panel tile. 

 
You can change the sizes as follows: 

 Pre Size - the number prefix. 

 Major Size - the major digits. 
 Minor Size - the minor digits. 

 
You can use the sliders to increase or decrease the sizes. 
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1.11.11 Local Currency 
  The Local Currency setting is used to set the P&L value in the Positions blotter. 

 
  The realised p&l will be displayed in this currency. 

 

 

 
    

 
 

1.11.12 Change Password 
  The Change Password setting enables you to change your login password. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Clicking this setting opens the change password screen. Enter your old password and your new password 
twice and click OK when done. 
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Figure 21 Change Password Screen. 

 

 

1.11.13 Reset Settings 
   The Reset Settings option, allows you to return all settings to their default values. 

  
When you click this option a message will be displayed, asking you to confirm that you want to reset   

and alerting you to the fact that your settings will be reset and you will be logged out. 
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                                 Section                                                                                    

2                                                                                             
       

BLOTTERS 

 
This chapter describes the following blotters: 
 

• Live Order Blotter - this displays orders that have not reached a final state. 

• Order History Blotter - this displays orders that have reached a final state. 

• Trades Blotter - this displays details of individual fills. 

• Positions Blotter - this breaks down positions by pair and value date, with P&L calculations for each 

entry. 
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2.1 Blotter Controls 
There are three buttons on the top right-hand corner of each blotter which give you more controls over the 

blotters. 

 

 
 

    

 

BlotterColumn Settings 

 

You can select the columns to be displayed on any blotter by clicking the settings button, to the left of Show 

Filters. An example of the columns for the Live Orders blotter is shown opposite. Tick any column you would like 

displayed in the blotter. Untick a column name to hide it. 

 

  

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 
 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
Show Filters You can add filter fields to the top of the blotter columns by clicking this button. 
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Download XLS You can download each individual blotter to an XLS file by clicking this button. 
 
 
 

2.2 Live Order Blotter 
The Live Order blotter displays orders (GTC, GTD, or DAY) that have not reached a final state (i.e. are still 

active or pending). 

 

  

 
Figure 23 Live Order Blotter 

 

The current status of the order; New, Pending. P&L values are displayed at the bottom of the screen. 

 

Action There are two action buttons: 
• Amend - see section 2.2.1,  

• Figure 24 Amend Order. 
• Cancel - see section 2.2.2,  
• Figure 24 Amend Order. 

 
Order Id  The unique identification number for the order. 

 
Temp  The temperature will be either hot warm or cold. 
                                Red - the distance to the current price is <=10 pips. 
                                Orange - the distance to the current price is >10 pips and <=50 pips. 
                                Blue - the distance to the current price is >50 pips. 

     Instrument The instrument e.g. currency pair being ordered.            

     Side This shows the direction of the order i.e. buy or sell. 

CCY The fixed currency in the order. 

 
QTY The amount being ordered. 

 
     Filled Price If the order has been partially filled the price used for the partial fill will be displayed here. 

 
     Filled% The percentage of an order that has been partially filled will be displayed here. 
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     Limit    The limit price. You can amend this price directly in the blotter by clicking on the up/down   arrow 

                               in the Limit column or by typing in a new price. 

 

 
        Stop  The stop price. You can amend this price directly in the blotter by clicking on the up/down 

arrow in the Stop column or by typing in a new price. 

 
Price 

Date/Ti

me 

Product 

OBO  
 

 
A/C                         

The VWAP of any partial fills. 

 
The date/time the order was submitted.  

This column is used to indicate the product. 

      The Owner name if trading on your own behalf or the Taker name if trading on behalf of a 

 Taker (OBO).  
 
 
This is the username if trading on your own behalf or the Taker account if trading OBO. 

Party This will show either Owner or Taker. 

TIF The time in force (indicating its expiry). 
 
 

 

2.2.1  Amend Order 
To amend an order click the Amend link in the Action column of the Live Orders blotter. An order entry 

panel is displayed as shown in figure 24. 

 
You can modify the amount or limit/stop price and click Submit. 
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Figure 24 Amend Order. 
 

 

2.2.2   Cancel Order 

To cancel an individual order, click the Cancel link in the Action column, of the order, of the Live Order 

blotter. A confirmation message will be displayed showing the order id. Click OK to confirm or Cancel to 

keep the order. 

 
To cancel all orders, click the Cancel All Orders button at the top of the Live Order blotter. A confirmation 

message will be displayed with a list of all the order ids. Click OK to confirm or cancel to keep the orders. 

. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Note that Cancel All will only cancel the filtered/displayed orders (e.g., if you have applied a filter to only 

display EUR/USD orders then only those orders will be submitted for cancellation). 

 
 

2.3 Order History Blotter 
Orders that have reached a final state appear in the Order History blotter. 

 

 
 
Figure 25 Order History. 

 
The order history blotter provides similar details to that provided in the Order blotter (without the Action 

and Temp columns). See section 2.2, Live Order Blotter for details. If you select multiple rows with the same 
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currency pair the net position and VWAP is displayed. 

 

 
 
Figure 26 Net Position & VWAP for Selected Rows. 

 
 

 

Multiple rows can be selected using CTRL + Click, Shift + Up/Down arrow, Click and drag. Net position and 
VWAP per pair is displayed when multiple pairs are selected. 
 
 

2.4 Order Search 
You can view historical transactions on the Order Search blotter. Clicking the Order Search tab displays the 

search filter options including; 

 
Status All (default) returns Filled, rejected, Part Filled and Cancelled, Filled, Rejected. 

 
Party All (default), Taker, Owner, Maker. 

 
         OBO Lists all Takers, Owners and Makers (default is blank i.e. All). If Party and/or OBO is selected, 

this list is updated accordingly. 

 
         A/C              Lists all Taker accounts and Owner accounts (default is blank i.e. All). If Party and/or OBO is        

selected    this list is updated accordingly. 

 

Time Custom (default), Last hour, Today, Last 24 hours, This week, This month. 

 
Start Time If custom is selected for Time, then you can enter the Start Time. 

 
End Time If custom is selected for Time, they you can enter the End Time. 

 
Once you set the filter value and click Submit the results returned contains similar data to what's on the 

Order History blotter. These results can be exported to an XLS file. 
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Figure 27 Order Search Blotter. 

 
The Auto Close column on this blotter (and the Order Audit and Order History) indicates that the order was 

generated due to a margin account auto close. 

 
You can launch the Order Audit screen from the Order Search screen by clicking the Audit link in the Action 

column for any specific order. 

 
 

2.5 Trades Blotter 
The Trades blotter shows details of individual fills. 
 

 
 

Figure 28 Trades Blotter. 
 
The following details are displayed in the Trades blotter: The status will always be Filled. 

Date/Time The date/time the order was received. 

 
Exec Id The unique identification number for the fill. 

 
Instrument The instrument, e.g. currency pair, being filled. 
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Side This shows the direction of the order i.e. buy or sell. 

 
CCY The base currency in the order. 

 
QTY The amount being ordered. 

 
Far Qty The far quantity ordered. 

 
Price The fill price for the order. 

 
Far Price The far price for the order. 

 
Value Date The value date for the fill. 

 
Far Value Date  The Far Value Date for the order. 

 
Product This column is used to indicate the product. 

 
CP The name of the counterparty against whom the order fill was executed. 

 
A/C The account on whose behalf the fill was executed. 

 
Party This will show either Owner or Taker. 
 
 

2.6 Positions Blotter 
The Positions Blotter breaks down positions by pair and value date, with P&L calculations for each entry. 

This gives you an exact picture of how your positions are being held. All positions are updated in real-time. 

 
P&L is also displayed in the user's specified local currency (see section 1.11.11, Local Currency). 

 

 
 

Figure 29 Positions Blotter. 
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Instrument  

This column presents the instrument for the position that is held. 

 
This is the net position for the instrument. The positions for an outstanding settlement date (including 

today) are read from a table containing executions for the settlement date in question which have not yet 

been closed, resulting in realized P/L. 

 
This table uses a FIFO model. For example, if 4 buy orders are executed each for 1m, all 4 executions are 

added to the positions table. If a sell is then executed for 1m, the first buy execution will 

deactivated/removed from the positions table. This assumes all executions are for the same settlement 

date. 

 
The value in the Position column is the sum of all base quantities in this table (i.e. ignoring any 

removed/inactive entries) for the instrument/settlement date in question. 

 
 
 

Figure 30 Positions - Expanded by Currency 
 

 
Position This is the net position for the instrument. The positions for an outstanding settlement date 

(including today) are read from a table containing executions for the settlement date in 

question which have not yet been closed. 

 
This table uses a FIFO model. For example, if 4 buy orders are executed each for 1m, all 4 

executions are added to the positions table. If a sell is then executed for 1m, the first buy 

execution will be deactivated/removed from the positions table. This assumes all executions 

are for the same settlement date. 
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The value in the Position column is the sum of all base quantities in this table (i.e. ignoring 

any removed/inactive entries) for the instrument/settlement date in question. 

 
Positions that have been settled are netted into a single position (for the instrument in 

question), with realised P/L being updated where applicable. The settled position has an 

effective (i.e. VWAP) price but will not be marked to market for unrealised P/L calculation. 

At end of day the position for the settlement date just passed is netted against the existing 

settled position. If the position being netted with the settled position is the opposite direction, 

additional P/L is realised. 

 
Maker This shows the aggregate position for the instrument across all makers. This represents all 

trading activity irrespective of whether it was client deals that were straight through 

processed (STP’d) or deals executed by the owner. 

 
      Taker This shows the aggregate position for the instrument across all takers. 

 
  The Maker and Taker positions are netted in the same manner as the net position, however 

there is no impact on P/L. 

 
      Avg Price  The average price. 

 
 Current  The current price uses the spot price for all value date entries. This price is only displayed if 

a price exists for the settlement date in question and there is a position. Current price is 

calculated as the TOB price for the pair/pool/settlement date in question, including pool and 

taker markups. If the position is long the current price will be the bid price. If the position is 

short the current price will be the offer price. The Owner will see the TOB price across all of 

their pools for the settlement date in question. 

 
 Real P/L  This is the realised profit/loss. When an execution occurs in the opposite direction to the 

current net position, P/L is realized. This execution is matched against the oldest (active) 

execution(s) in the positions table. For example, if the position consists of 4 buy executions 

each for 1m and a sell for 1.5m is executed, this will be matched against the first buy for 1m 

and 0.5m of the second buy. 

 
This realized P/L will be added to any existing realized P/L on the settled position. Also, any 

realized P/L on the settlement date position will be added to the settled position realized P/L 

 

   Real P/L USD      This is the realised P/L in the Owners position currency (can be other than USD, see section 

1.11.11, Local Currency). 

 
 Unreal P/L  This is the unrealised profit/loss.Tthis is the P/L that would be generated if the entire position 

was closed at the current price. 

 
 

    Unreal P/L USD   This is the unrealised P/L expressed in the Owners position currency (can be other than   

USD). 
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Action   The action column contains a Close button which allows you to Close a Position with a Spot. 

You can close a positions either with a spot (market or limit) order or RFS. 

 
 

2.6.1 Close a Position with a Spot Order. 
To close a position: 

1. In the Positions blotter click on the Close button on the row for the currency whose position you 

want to close. 

2. The Close Position dialog box will be displayed. The Spot tab will be displayed,  

3. Figure 31 Close Position with a Spot Market Order. 
 
For a Limit order a price field is also displayed so you can set the Expiry, Amount and Price. 

 
 

 
 

 
Figure 31 Close Position with a Spot Market Order. 
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